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Conserving the “cheo cheo”:
Where IT firm shares and
information theory meet
AISDL Team

April 18, 2024

This month, the AISDL Team was glad to see its continuing effort to raise the voice for

conserving wildlife appearing in Pacific Conservation Biology (published by CSIRO/the

Australian Academy of Science). The article stipulates the need for weaving humane values

with scientific information, leveraging the sociocultural power to harmonize humans with

nature [1].

Illustration: Our article about conserving the cheo cheo [1]
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The article articulates the coauthors’ idea of building a funding source to contribute to the

nature conservation cause by investing in some listed stocks. Technically, stocks we intend

to invest in must possess some key features of (i) having significant growth potential, (ii)

containing little environmental risk of potential moral-practical gaps in their CSR missions,

and (iii) showing a certain degree of “relevance” with AISDL’s fundamentals.

One of very few corporate stocks meeting these criteria is HPT (share code of HPT

Corporation, on the UPCOM market). The firm has shown constant growth and anticipated

rapidly increasing demand for cyber security services and smart IT products (see [3]). One

noteworthy point is its relevance to our fundamental operation philosophy: information

processing. Both HPT and AISDL have been working on important aspects of information

processing, seeing its tremendous value in the future of humankind.

Coincidentally, the birthday of HPT Corp is the same as the publishing date of our MT title

[4], i.e., January 13.

Bringing these values, intentional and unintentional, together, our investments in the cause

of reducing the adverse impact of anthropogenic activities and conserving nature and

wildlife now make sense [5]. We hope our undertaking will be actionable and fruitful,

making strategic pursuits attainable.
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